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	Star Cruiser Lite – Invasion, v5.9


The original version of Star Cruiser Lite – Invasion was expanded from Star Cruiser Lite Strategic v2.1 rules set by Terry Kuchta in July 2001. This game is based in part on concepts modified from Star Cruiser Strategic Combat rules, v0.2 Copyright © 1996 by Duran Goodyear and Kevin Clark; Star Cruiser Lite v1.2 Copyright © 1998 by Mike Jasinski; Star Cruiser Lite v2.1 Copyright © 1999 by Bryn Monnery; and Imperium © GDW / Far Future Enterprises

Rules development and evolution was also due in large part to the players of the Star Cruiser Lite-Invasion campaign (in no particular order): Tom Harrison, Chance Pearce, Robert Montgomery, Walter Zacherl, Abraham Grubler, Keven Jeffery, Even Sorgjerd, Patrice Lemire, Andrew Moreton, Michael Siiger, Jason Weiser, Stephen Andrews, John Rebori, Tony Craven, Marv Newman, Chris Johnston, and Marshall Dicks.

Disclaimer
Star Cruiser and Imperium are trademarks of GDW / Far Future Enterprises, and this is done with no intent of skimping them out of any money, it just some fans having fun.

Introduction 

In 1999, I participated in Bryn Monnery’s SCL PBEM as Kommodore Lutke, Commander of Task Force Bavaria, and German Theater Commander. The game was a lot of fun and there were some really brilliant Task Force Commanders. I decided to revamp the rules a bit, primarily by adding a logistics element that was absent in v2.1. I think that the supply factor will add a new element to the game while still keeping the simple and fast playing rules that Bryn honed.

This is a turn based, strategic level space combat game that plays out the events on the French Arm from the start of the Kafer Invasion of 2301 onward. Players control task forces of warships that defend humanity and her colonies on the Arm. Each player submits turn orders, which are resolved by the GM and a Turn Report is issued. Play then continues in the next turn.

Evolution of the Rules Set
As each turn is played out, this rules set evolves, expands, contracts, and changes. Since the first draft, many sections have been tuned, new sections have been added to address gaps, and other sections removed due to lack of need. This is not so much a game as a “work in progress.”

On-Line Support

This campaign will be supported on my web site, http://www.foxx-industries.com, which will host maps, turn reports and other information. The SCL-Invasion mailing list will be used for general communication.

Method of Play

This game is turn based, with each turn representing one week of game time. Players submit turn orders each turn that describes what their task forces do for the upcoming turn. The theater commander for each nation submits a theater order that covers items that affect all of the task forces of the nation, such as new construction and political requests. Once all turn orders are received, the referee issues a turn report that describes how that turn unfolded.


	Commanders


Commanders are those officers that the militaries of the home governments have chosen to be in charge of the ships involved in this campaign. Every task force, whether it be a squadron, detachment, or fleet, and every individual ship has a commander. The most important commanders are the personas of the players.

The Role of the Players
Each player controls a task force and is referred to as a task force commander. This task force commander is an officer who has a flag level rank. This is typically an Admiral, although the exact rank title varies by nation. One task force commander for each nation is designated the theater commander. The theater commander is considered the senior commander in the Arm for the nation and has special functions in this role.

Theater Commander
The theater commander coordinates the actions of the task force commanders of the nation. Due to the distances involved however, fleet commanders have a great degree of latitude in their actions. Logistics shipping is coordinated by the Theater Commander and noted in the turn orders. Construction of new units and other reinforcements are distributed by the Theater Commanders based on the tactical and strategic requirements of task force commander. See the section on Theater Orders for more information.

Fleet Tactics and Squadron Tactics 
Every task force is led by a commander. Schooled in the finest academies that the home militaries have, these officers have learned numerous skills, of which the most important is Tactics. 

Tactics skill is a measure of the ability of a Task Force Commander to command and control task force actions. Squadron Tactics allows a commander to exercise command and control of a group of ships. Fleet Tactics is a more advanced skill found among flag-level officers. It provides all the benefits of the Squadron Tactics skill, but at a fleet level. The initial Tactics level ranges from 0 to 5 and is determined for each commander as 1D6 - 1. For Kafers, the tactical skill level is determined as 1D6. Commanders may have both Fleet Tactics and Squadron Tactics skills.

If a commander has an initial Squadron Tactics level that is higher than the experience ceiling, then the commander’s Squadron Tactics level cannot be increased. Such cases represent commanders who have the necessary aptitude for advancement, but have not yet had the opportunity for promotion.

Only warship commanders may have a tactics skill. The Squadron Tactics skill level can be determined for each warship. The command of a task force is determined in the following order:
·	Highest Fleet Tactics level present
·	Highest Squadron Tactics level present on a CG
·	Highest Squadron Tactics level present on a DD
·	Highest Squadron Tactics level present on a FF, or SDB
·	Highest Squadron Tactics level present on a SCT





Fleet Tactics
Possessing Fleet Tactics skill provides the following abilities:
·	Coordinate Multiple Task Forces. A commander can act as supreme commander during a combat engagement and coordinate the actions of a number of Task Forces or elements equal to twice the Fleet Tactics skill level. Each installation or colony counts as a single task force for these purposes. A task force may split into a number of elements, subject to this limitation. There will always be a single element, the task force itself, even if the tactical skill level is zero. Each element can attack and defend against a different target in the system. 
·	Coordinate Multi-National Task Forces. A commander can coordinate the actions of task forces belonging to other nations during a combat engagement. The number of these task forces is equal to the Fleet Tactics skill level. Each installation or colony counts as a single task force for these purposes. 
·	Enter System in Covert Manner. A commander may enter a system in a covert manner if the total number of ships in the task force is equal to or less than twice the Fleet Tactics skill level.

Squadron Tactics
Possessing Squadron Tactics provides the following abilities:
·	Positive Modifier to Engagement Range. The highest Squadron Tactics level of the ships of a combat pairing is added to the Engagement Range calculation.

Improving Tactics Skill
There is a 10% chance to increase either the Fleet or Squadron Tactics level (but not both) by 1 for each engagement; increase this base chance by 10% for each engagement since the last increase. This represents the knowledge and experience gained during combat regardless of the outcome. Increases in Tactics levels are limited to the following experience ceilings:
·	Fleet Tactics – 8
·	Squadron Tactics of BB, BC, CV commander – 6
·	Squadron Tactics of CG, CA or LSA commander – 5
·	Squadron Tactics of DD, DE, CVE, CVL or SCT commander – 4
·	Squadron Tactics of FF or SDB commander – 3
·	Squadron Tactics of FTR or FT commander – 2

If a ship captain has reached the maximum level for the current class of warship that he is commanding and an increase in tactics skill occurs, then the Fleet Tactics skill is increased instead.


Promotions
Commanders can be promoted if such a request is included in the Political Requests and is approved by the home government. Promotion involves moving the commander to a ship of the next higher class. Promotions cannot occur unless there is an open command slot. Generally, this occurs only when new warships enter the campaign. Only commanders of CG class warships may be promoted to flag officer level to command either a BB, BC, or CV class warship. Commanders who are promoted to flag officer level gain Fleet Tactics at a level equal to: Squadron Tactics – 2, with a minimum level of 2. Promoted officers will retain their Squadron Tactics skill.

	Units


All units within the game fall within one of the following categories: space, ground, or facility. 

Space Units
This category includes all units that have the ability to move in space and are commonly referred to as ships. While there are numerous classes of ships available in the game, they may be first divided into three primary groups, warships, non-combatants, and specialty ships. Unless otherwise noted, all ship classes have a movement rate of one system per week.

Warships
The warship group consists of all types of ships whose primary mission is to engage the enemy in battle. The following classes are available in general, but may not be available to all nations. There are two sub-groups within the warship group; capital ships and escorts. Capital ships comprise the strongest ships and form the battle lines during ship to ship combat. Escorts have the task of escorts capital ships and non-combatants.

CV – Carrier
Carriers are designed to carry fighters into battle. They are armed for defense only; offense is the realm of the carried craft. Carriers are capital ships, carry fighters and are flagships.

BB – Battleship
Battleships are the most powerful warships available. The are designed to engage the enemy directly in the line of battle. Battleships are capital ships and may carry ground troops or fighters and are flagships.

BC – Battlecruiser
Battlecruisers are a hybrid design, combining characteristics of battleships and cruisers. For many nations, the distinction between battleship and battlecruiser is grey and ill defined. Battlecruisers are capital ships and may carry ground troops or fighters and are flagships.

CG – Cruiser
Cruisers are the smallest of the capital ships and are less powerful than battleships and battlecruisers. Many have heavy missile armaments to offset their lighter armor and beam weaponry. Cruisers may carry ground troops but rarely carry fighters. As the only capital ship class owned by some nations, they may be flagships.

CA – Cruiser
This is a sub-class of the cruisers, typically denoting an older model that is no longer intended for front line use. However, some smaller nations will have purchased surplus Cruiser, Armored warships and use them as flagships.

LSA – Landing Ship, Assault
Landing Ships are massive troop-carrying warships. They have one purpose; to carry large contingents of ground troops between systems and provide those troops with an orbital base from which a planetary landing can be launched. 

DD – Destroyer
Destroyers are the largest of the escorts. The primary mission of a destroyer is to escort other ships, either capital warships or non-combatants. Destroyers cannot survive alone in the battle line against stronger ship classes, but they may be able to outnumber their opponent and score victory.

DE – Destroyer Escort
Destroyer Escorts are a sub-class of destroyers that are produced by some nations. They are similar to Destroyers in most respects, but are generally used only to escort non-combatants.

FE – Fleet Escort
The Fleet Escort is a sub-class of destroyers. It is typically a modern warship designed to keep pace with fast capital ships as an escort.

FF – Frigate
Frigates are the smallest of the escorts. They are better suited for escorting non-combatants than warships, but perform both missions for many nations. In the game, Frigate units represent two actual ships.

SDB – System Defense Boat
System Defense Boats are similar to fighters, but are generally larger with better armor, armament, and endurance. As their name suggests, their primary mission is to defend a system or assets located in a system. System Defense Boats may be based on planets, or space facilities. In the game, System Defense Boat units represent two actual ships.

FTR – Fighters
Fighters are the smallest warship types. They are carried into battle by other ships and lack the endurance to move between systems. Fighters perform both offensive and defensive missions and are used in roles ranging from warship close-escort to ground attack support on planets. Fighters may be based on ships, planets, or space facilities. In the game, Fighters units represent a wing of four actual ships.

CVL, CVE – Carrier
The Carrier, Light and Carrier, Escort are ships designed or retrofitted to carry fighter wings. Unlike the non-combatant Fighter Tender, these are warships that are expected to stand in the line of battle.

Non-Combatants
Non-combatants consist of ships whose primary purpose is to support the war effort. Any armament carried is purely defensive and they rely on escorts and other warships for protection.

MF – Fast Merchant
The Fast Merchant is a medium sized ship with sufficient speed to keep pace with warships. They are the primary ships used to re-supply Task Forces. A Fast Merchant may carry up to 10 supply points of cargo, ground troop units having a combined strength of 2 or less, 2 fighters (not launchable), or 2 facility modules.

MQ – Q-Ship
The Q-Ship is an armed ship disguised as a merchant. Its main purpose is to protect non-combatants. It may move one system per week and carry 5 supply points of cargo, a ground troop unit of strength 1, one fighter (not-launchable), or a single facility module.

MS – Slow Merchant
The Slow Merchant is a large sized ship that can carry large cargo loads, but at the cost of reduced speed. It takes a Slow Merchant two weeks to move from one system to another. Slow Merchants can carry up to 50 supply points of cargo, ground troop units having a combined strength of 5 or less, 10 fighters (not launchable), or 10 facility modules.

TT – Troop Transport
The Troop Transport is a purpose-built ship designed to carry troops. It can carry any troop unit up to a Bde(H) or a combination of units having a strength of 3 or less. It carries 3 supply points to support itself or any troops that it deploys.

FT – Fighter Tender
The Fighter Tender is a merchant ship converted to the role of a mobile base for fighters. Though classed as an escort carrier in some nations, it is not capable of standing in the line of battle with warships. It can carry and launch up to 3 fighters in combat if the turn orders specify that it is a combatant; if it is a non-combatant, it may not launch. The Fighter Tender carries 6 supply points to support itself and its carried fighters.

Speciality Ships
This group includes ships designed for special purposes and missions that do not directly support the war effort.

SS – Survey Ship
The Survey Ship is a non-combatant ship. It has a specialized sensor suite that is more powerful than that carried by any ship other than the Scout. Its primary mission is to conduct surveys in systems to gather information. Many missions will involve looking for enemy facilities hidden in a system or determining stellar information for a new system. The Survey Ship carries 3 supply points, sufficient for 3 months of operations.

SCT – Scout
The Scout is a specialized warship used for independent missions. As its name implies, it is used primarily in a reconnaissance role. It combines some of the capabilities of a Survey Ship with the offensive and defensive characteristics of an escort class warship, allowing it to perform its missions without support. When operating independently or with other ships of the same class, the Scout always enters a system covertly.

Ground Units
This category includes all units that are normally based on a planet. They are called ground troops in the game.

Standing Units
These are full-time troop units that are raised and maintained by nations on a permanent basis. All of these units can be deployed to a Colonial Repair Facility or Advanced Space Base in addition to planetary deployments in defense of colonies. 

Bde(L) – Brigade, Light 
The Bde(L) is a ground troop unit of brigade size. It is the least strong of the conventional troop units and represents lightly armed infantry. The Bde(L) requires 1 point of capacity on a Troop Transport or warship, and 5 points of capacity on a merchant.

Bde(M) – Brigade, Medium 
The Bde(M) is a ground troop unit of brigade size. It has moderate strength and represents infantry and light armor units. The Bde(M) requires 2 points of capacity on a Troop Transport or warship, and 10 points of capacity on a merchant.

Bde(H) – Brigade, Heavy 
The Bde(H) is a ground troop unit of brigade size. It is the strongest of the brigade units and represents heavy armor units. The Bde(H) requires 3 points of capacity on a Troop Transport or warship, and 15 points of capacity on a merchant.

JBn –Jump Battalion 
A Jump Battalion is a ground unit that is smaller than a brigade. It is comprised of special infantry that are trained for fighting in zero-g environments and conducting interface assaults of planets. The JBn requires 1 point of capacity on a Troop Transport or warship, and 5 points of capacity on a merchant.

PD – Planetary Defense 
The Planetary Defense unit is a ground unit equipped with surface to space and surface to air missiles. The mission of the unit is to defend against orbital bombardment and invading ground troops. Every PD site has a missile rating of 2 per 10 ground factors or fraction thereof, and a salvo rating of 1. Multiple sites may be combined to increase the missile rating, but not the salvo rating. Every 4 PD sites, or fraction of, has a sensor rating of 1 (round up). Each PD site requires 2 points of capacity on a merchant. 

Mobilized Units
These units are raised only in times of emergency from the populations of colonies and ships. When the immediate threat is gone, the members units return to their civilian roles.

Militia
Militia units are formed from the population of a colony. They represent the armed civilians and reserve units that form the last line of defense for the beleaguered colony and are not as well equipped or experienced as standing troop units.

Crew, Warship
The crews of warships that are being boarded form these units to defend their ships. Having some military training and possible containing shipboard security detachments, these units are better trained and equipped than civilian crews for repelling boarders.

Crew, Other
These units include the crews of non-warships and of facilities. They are not as able as other standing units, but are still able to put up a fight.

Kafer Units
Though an alien race, the Kafers have troops similar to human units. The Kafer physiology tends to produce fewer unit types with more generalized capabilities than humanity.

Bde(K) – Brigade, Kafer
This is the standard Kafer ground unit and is comparable to the Bde(M). It requires 2 points of capacity on a warship and 10 points of capacity on a merchant.

Militia, Kafer
This is the Kafer version of a militia unit formed by a colony for defense.

Crew, Kafer
This is the Kafer version of a unit raised from the ship crew for defense.


Facilities
Facilities are units that support the war effort. They do not move, but can be carried by other ships and deployed. Facilities are built out of modules of the same type. All facilities are stationary and have a movement rate of 0.  The abbreviations used in the facilities stats are presented in the Ship Stats section. Additionally, a stat value of * indicates unlimited.

CFR – Colony Repair Facility 
The Colony Repair Facility represents the orbital stations found at established colonies. These are permanent, non-portable, orbital facilities constructed before the campaign; they may not be purchased or built during the course of the war. A Colony Repair Facility can repair ships, hold ground troops for defense, base fighters, and contain supply points. Each module has the following stats.

Stat
Bm
Mi
Sv
Df
Sc
Sn
Repair 
Troops 
Fighters
SP
Module
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
100
Max
10
10
20
*
5
4
*
*
*
*

All fighter and ground units located on a Colonial Repair Facility are considered deployed and require re-supply.

Colony Repair Facilities are located in orbit around worlds with colonies. Detection of the unit is automatic by any ship in orbit around the world.

During combat, all based fighters are considered launched for use in the first round unless turn orders indicate otherwise. Ships under repair are docked and therefore helpless if attacked. The screen rating of the ship under repair does not apply. Ships that are being re-supplied are able to engage in combat without being subjected to the penalties that apply to ships being repaired.

Colonial Repair Facility units may self-repair, and require 2 supply points per damage point. The number of points of damage that can be repaired per turn is equal to the number of modules. Each module with an active repair dock can repair up to 5 points of damage per week. Repairs are made to a ship at a cost of 1 supply point per point of damage repaired. This may be spread over several ships during the week. Each ship can occupy only one repair dock. Repair docks may be damaged due to combat and docked ships will take 1D6 damage.

ASB – Advance Space Base 
Advance Space Bases are modular logistics and repair stations. These are temporary, portable facilities that are constructed and deployed during the campaign. An Advance Space Base can repair ships, hold ground troops for defense, base fighters, and contain supply points. Each module has the following stats.

Stat
Sb
Mi
Sv
Df
Sc
Sn
Repair 
Troops 
Fighters
SP
Module
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
100
Max
6
6
6
*
3
3
*
*
*
*

All fighter and ground units located on an Advance Space Base are considered deployed and require re-supply.

Advance Space Bases are located anywhere within a system, There is a 20% chance of detection by warships and 30% chance of detection by Scouts or Survey ships.

Each module counts as 5 points of capacity for shipping and may be carried by any ship with sufficient capacity. It takes 1 week to deploy for use or pack up for transport.

During combat, all based fighters are considered launched for use in the first round unless turn orders indicate otherwise. All ships under repair are docked and therefore helpless if attacked. The screen rating of the ship under repair does not apply. Ships that are being re-supplied are able to engage in combat without being subjected to the penalties that apply to ships being repaired.

Advance Space Base units may self-repair, and require 2 supply points per damage point. The number of points of damage that can be repaired per turn is equal to the number of modules. Each module with an active repair dock can repair up to 5 points of damage per week. Repairs are made to a ship at a cost of 1 supply point per point of damage repaired. This may be spread over several ships during the week. Each ship can occupy only one repair dock. Repair docks may be damaged due to combat and docked ships will take 1D6 damage.

FB – Fighter Base
Fighter Bases are facilities that act as mobile bases fighters. These are temporary, portable facilities that are constructed and deployed during the campaign. A Fighter Base can base fighters, and contain supply points. Each module has the following stats.

Stat
Sb
Df
Sn
Fighters
SP
Module
1
1
1
1
10
Max
3
*
3
*
*

All fighter units located on a Fighter Base are considered deployed and require re-supply.

A Fighter Base is generally hidden on a system body such as a moon or asteroid where its location can be masked. Detection of a fighter base is 20% by warships and 30% by Scout or Survey ships.

Each module counts as 5 points of capacity for shipping and may be carried by any ship with sufficient capacity. It takes 1 week to deploy for use or pack up for transport.

During combat, all based fighters are considered launched for use in the first round unless turn orders indicate otherwise. Ships that are being re-supplied are able to engage in combat without being subjected to the penalties that apply to ships being repaired.

Fighter Base units may self-repair, and require 2 supply points per damage point. The number of points of damage that can be repaired per turn is equal to the number of modules. 

SD – Supply Depot
Supply Depots are modular logistics facilities. These are permanent facilities that are constructed and deployed during the campaign. A Supply Depot contains supply points. Each module has the following stats.

Stat
Df
SP
Module
1
30
Max
*
*

Supply Depots are located anywhere within a system. There is a 10% chance of detection by warships and 20% chance of detection by Scouts or Survey ships. 

Each module counts as 5 points of capacity for shipping and may be carried by any ship with sufficient capacity. It takes 1 week to deploy and cannot be re-located once deployed.

Ships that are being re-supplied are able to engage in combat without being subjected to the penalties that apply to ships being repaired.

Supply Depot units may self-repair, and require 2 supply points per damage point. The number of points of damage that can be repaired per turn is equal to the number of modules. 

PSD – Planetary Supply Depot
Planetary Supply Depots represent ground-based facilities that are used to store supply points. Each module has the following stats.

Stat
SP
Module
30
Max
*

Planetary Supply Depots are auto-created in any action phase in which supply points are deployed to a planetary surface. There will also be a facility for every colony on a world, used to house supply points generated by the colony.

There is a 20% chance each week that enemy ground forces may discover a planetary supply depot; such depots are destroyed and all supply points contained within are lost. Planetary supply depots cannot be detected from space.

Planetary Supply Depots may also store, but not launch fighters, sensor drones, missile paks, and submunition dispensers.

LP – Listening Posts
A Listening Post is a self-powered module with passive sensors. It is used to gather signals intelligence and relay the gathered data back to friendly forces for analyses. Due to its small size and signature, a Listening Post is extremely difficult to detect.

Listening Posts are located anywhere within a system. They may only be detected by warships having a sensor rating of 4 or better, or by Scout and Survey Ships. In all cases, the chance of detection is 10%.

Any warship except fighters may carry up to 5 listening posts, sensor drones, submunitions or missile paks. Any non-warship or specialty ship may carry up to listening posts, sensor drones, submunitions or missile paks. These do not count as supply point capacity. It takes 1 week to deploy or pack up for transport

Listening posts will provide intelligence data about a system every week as long as they can trace a clear route back to the system where the national intelligence clearing agencies are located. If the route is interdicted, no data will be received for that week. 

National intelligence clearing agencies are located initially at BCV. If BCV is lost, they will relocate automatically to Queen Alice’s Star. Should this fall back position be lost, they will move to the Core.


	Turn Orders


Each nation submits a single document that contains their turn orders. The turn orders contain all the expected activities that the theater commander and task force commanders plan to do in the upcoming turn. The referee uses all the national turn orders to resolve the turn and issue the general and national turn reports. There are several elements that should be included in the turn order. Clarity is important, and the format below is strongly encouraged.

Theater orders are issued by the theater commander and represent those orders that apply to and affect the entire theater of operations. It is highly recommended that the theater commander coordinate the contents of these orders with the task force commanders. 

Task Force Commanders issue orders that affect specific task forces, facilities, and ground troop contingents that they control or are otherwise responsible for directing.

With the move to a weekly turn format, the information required in the Turn Orders does change somewhat from week to week, as noted below. Each month of game play is now comprised of five weekly turns:
	Week 0 – Construction, Re-supply, Political Activities

Week 1 – First action phase of the month
Week 2 – Second action phase of the month
Week 3 – Third action phase of the month
Week 4 – Fourth action phase of the month

Format of Week 0 Orders – Sample
The following format is presented in a clean, template form below for cut and paste use. 

General Identification
Turn:
Nation:

Construction
Core:
·	Existing
·	New
Each Colony:
·	Existing
·	New

TF Orders
TF identification:
TF Location:
TF Commander:
TF composition:

Resupply:

General Comments:

Facility Orders
Facility identification:
Facility Location:
Facility Commander:
Facility composition:

Resupply:

General Comments:

Ground Units
Contingent identification:
Contingent Location:
Contingent Commander:
Contingent composition:

Resupply:

General Comments:

Political Requests


Format of Week 1 through 4 Orders – Sample
The following format is presented in a clean, template form below for cut and paste use. 

General Identification
Turn:
Nation:

TF Orders
TF identification:
TF Location:
TF Commander:
TF composition:

Detection Action:
Movement Action:

Rules of Engagement:
Break-off Threshold:
Contingency Orders:
General Comments:

Facility Orders
Facility identification:
Facility Location:
Facility Commander:
Facility composition:

Detection Action:
Movement Action:

Rules of Engagement:
Break-off Threshold:
Contingency Orders:
General Comments:

Ground Units
Contingent identification:
Contingent Location:
Contingent Commander:
Contingent composition:

Detection Action:
Movement Action:

Rules of Engagement:
Break-off Threshold:
Contingency Orders:
General Comments:


Format – Notes
This section provides notes for each of the sections of the turn orders. Each of the underlined section headers indicates a separate part of the turn order and should be easily identifiable in the submitted document

General Identification
Turn:
Nation:

Section responsibility: Theater Commander. This section should include the turn that the orders apply to and the name of the nation.

Construction
Core:
·	Supply Points available
·	Supply Points spent to continue existing construction
·	Supply Points remaining for new construction
·	Supply Points spent on new construction
·	Supply Points left and moved to Queen Alice’s Star for re-supply
Each Colony:
·	Supply Points available
·	Supply Points spent to continue existing construction
·	Supply Points remaining for new construction
·	Supply Points spent on new construction
·	Supply Points left in planetary stockpile

Section responsibility: Theater Commander or designate. This section should list all construction that will occur in the turn. It should cover all construction areas, starting with the Core and then moving through all colonies in an alphabetical manner. The quantity of Supply Points available for construction is provided in the last national turn report.

TF Orders
TF identification:
TF Location:
TF Commander:
TF composition:

Resupply:

Detection Action:
Movement Action:

Rules of Engagement:
Break-off Threshold:
Contingency Orders:
General Comments:

Section responsibility: Task Force Commander. TF Orders should be provided by the Task Force Commander that controls or is responsible for the Task Force. Each of these should be added into the Turn Orders document; do not submit individual Task Force Orders to the referee.

The TF Identification is the identifier provided by the referee and used to identify the Task Force on the maps. For example, AME-2, BRI-3. TF Location is provided from the last turn report. TF Commander is the name and rank of the commander, plus Fleet and Squadron Tactics skill levels. TF Composition is available from the last turn report. NOTE: Please do not recombine Task Forces during Week 0! Any rearranging of units between task forces can only occur during Weeks 1 through 4 and only takes affect after the Detection Action has been completed.

Resupply should indicate the source of the monthly resupply of the Task Force. Resupply occurs at the beginning of the month, during the Week 0 Action phase. If any unit is not re-supplied during this week due to lack of supply, it may be re-supplied during any week by indicating such in the turn orders.

In weeks 1 through 4 of the turn, the Task Force may perform a single action, as noted here.

Rules of Engagement indicate the general protocols that a Task Force will follow during combat. The Break-off Threshold indicates the general conditions that will cause a Task Force or individual ship to attempt to break-off from combat. Contingency Orders are followed if a Task Force or ship is forced to retreat from combat. General Comments is a catch-all for all the other details that are provided for the Task Force. 


Facility Orders
Facility identification:
Facility Location:
Facility Commander:
Facility composition:

Resupply:

Detection Action:
Movement Action:

Rules of Engagement:
Break-off Threshold:
Contingency Orders:
General Comments:

Section responsibility: Task Force Commander or designate. Facility Orders should be provided by the Theater Commander or player responsible for the particular facility. Each of these should be added into the Turn Orders document; do not submit individual Facility Orders to the referee.

The Facility Identification is the identifier provided by the referee and used to identify the Facility in the national turn reports. All Facilities have the letter F preceding the number’ for example, AME-F2, BRI-F3. Facility Location is provided from the last turn report. Facility Commander is the name and rank of the commander, plus Fleet and Squadron Tactics skill levels. Facility Composition is available from the last turn report and includes any defending fighters based at that location. NOTE: Please do not recombine Task Forces during Week 0! Any rearranging of units between task forces can only occur during Weeks 1 through 4 and only takes affect after the Detection Action has been completed.

Resupply should indicate the source of the monthly resupply of the Facility. Resupply occurs at the beginning of the month, during the Week 0 Action phase. If any unit is not re-supplied during this week due to lack of supply, it may be re-supplied during any week by indicating such in the turn orders.

In weeks 1 through 4 of the turn, the Facility and its defending fighters may perform a single action, as noted here.

Rules of Engagement indicate the general protocols that a Facility will follow during combat. The Break-off Threshold indicates the general conditions that will cause a Facility or fighter to attempt to break-off from combat. Contingency Orders are followed if a Facility or fighter is forced to retreat from combat. General Comments is a catch-all for all the other details that are provided for the Facility. In general, Facilities are not able to break-off and retreat, but defending fighters may be able.


Ground Units
Contingent identification:
Contingent Location:
Contingent composition:

Resupply:

Detection Action:
Movement Action:

General Comments:

Section responsibility: Task Force Commander or designate. Ground Contingent orders should be provided by the Theater Commander or player responsible for the particular contingent. Each of these should be added into the Turn Orders document; do not submit individual contingent Orders to the referee.

The Ground Contingent Identification is the identifier provided by the referee and used to identify the Facility in the national turn reports. All contingents have the letter G preceding the number’ for example, AME-G2, BRI-G3. Contingent Location is provided from the last turn report. Contingent Composition is available from the last turn report. NOTE: Please do not recombine Task Forces during Week 0! Any rearranging of units between task forces can only occur during Weeks 1 through 4 and only takes affect after the Detection Action has been completed.

Resupply should indicate the source of the monthly resupply of the contingent. Resupply occurs at the beginning of the month, during the Week 0 Action phase. If any unit is not re-supplied during this week due to lack of supply, it may be re-supplied during any week by indicating such in the turn orders.


In weeks 1 through 4 of the turn, the contingent may perform a single action, as noted here.

General Comments is a catch-all for all the other details that are provided for the contingent. 


Political Requests

Section responsibility: Task Force Commander. These present the high-level interactions between the various commanders and the home government. Because the players represent only a portion of their home government’s military, they do not have the ability to broker strategic deals between nations; they can only make requests and recommendations to the top military and political figures of their nation. Typically, this is either a situation report to the home government with recommendations or a letter requesting additional material. Regardless of the content, it is up to the home government to weigh the political requests and respond accordingly.


Convoys
It is common for non-combatant ships to form together into convoys for mutual protection. Often, convoys will consist of ships of different nationalities. To simplify writing and processing of turn orders, follow these guidelines.

Convoys Formed For The Purpose Of Mutual Defense During Movement
These convoys are comprised of task forces that remain under separate control, but travel together for mutual defense. All task forces involved share the same origin, departure time, travel speed, arrival time and destination. These shared characteristics allow the convoy to utilize escorts integral to the group and those present at both the origin and destination systems as a single group. Each task force of the convoy is responsible for its own resupply requirements. 

Turn orders for these pooled convoys are very simple, and specify the Convoy action. For example, “AME-4 will convoy with FRA-16 from system X to system Y in week 3” or “BRI-25 will convoy from system W to system Z with any other non-combatant task forces making the same trip”. Such statements make turn order processing and combat resolution rapid.

Convoys Formed For Long Term Operations
These convoys are formed for operations beyond mutual defense during movement between systems. This is akin to the foreign exchange that occurs between warships of different nations. In essence, one or more nations are giving control and responsibility of their non-combatants to another nation. As such, turn orders must be more detailed, and encompass the following issues: owning nation and resupply responsibility.


Owning Nation
 
All convoys must be attributed to a single nation for tracking purposes. The "owning nation" will be determined from the following criteria:
·	greatest class of warship escorting (MQ, SDB, FF, DD, etc.)
·	largest quantity of warships escorting if all are of same class
·	largest quantity of merchants
 
Some examples:
	DD, 3 FF, 1 SCT, 6 MF - convoy belongs to the nation having the DD

2 British FF, 1 American FF, 6 German MF - convoy is British
6 German MF, 2 Manchurian MS, American TT - convoy is German


Re-supply Responsibility
 
If a convoy begins the turn in a mixed state, as reported in the previous turn report, or a new mixed convoy formed prior to week 1, the owning nation is responsible for resupply. In both cases, resupply must be noted in the turn orders of the owning nation.


	Task Forces


The basic formation in the game is a task force. Each task force is lead by a commander.

Composition
Space units are organized into groups called task forces and detachments. Task Forces are large groupings of ships and are created by the referee at the beginning of the game and assigned to players. Players may create detachments from the ships of their task forces. Detachments represent ships that have been detached from the task force to conduct separate operations. For simplicity, the phrase task force will apply to both task forces and detachments in these rules, unless specifically noted.

Task forces may be comprised of any number of ships if a flagship is present; otherwise, they are limited to 3 warships and as many non-combatants and specialty ships as desired. Flagships are vessels of carrier (CV), battleship (BB), or battlecruiser (BC) class. In some cases, cruiser (CG) class ships may be flagships. These are designated by the referee if necessary and represent the largest capital ships that a nation fields. For example, CG Agano is the flagship of the Japanese task force, as that is the largest class that Japan currently fields.

Orders
Players direct their task forces by issuing orders once per turn. A task force has 1 detection action and 1 movement action phase per weekly turn. 

During the detection action phase, there are only two choices: 
	Attack

Do not attack; 

Allowable movement phase actions are:
·	Move
·	Attack
·	Defend 
·	Hold
·	Escort
·	Convoy
·	Special

Move
The task force moves from one system to another. Movement between systems is confined to the links shown on the map. Some ship types require two weeks to move between systems; if a task force has ships that take one week and two weeks to move; the entire task force will move at the slowest speed. The method of entry into a system must be specified – overt or covert. See the section on Detection, below for more details.

Attack
The task force is instructed to engage the enemy in combat. Due to the variety of potential targets, this order must be further defined. The senior Task Force Commander can coordinate multiple task forces subject to the limitation noted in the section on Fleet Tactics. Each Task Force of a different nationality will sub-ordinate itself on a roll of 1D10 less than or equal to the political relations level between the two nations. If turn orders explicitly state that no coordination is to occur, this will take precedence.

·	Attack TF – Task force is ordered to attack enemy task force. If the attack type is not specified, this is the default.
·	Attack Facility – Task force is ordered to attack enemy facilities. These may be previously detected facilities or this may be an attack of opportunity.
·	Attack Colony – Task force is ordered to attack a colony world. This may involve only bombardment or ground troops may be landed.
·	Attack Convoys – Task force is ordered to attack task forces that are not comprised primarily of warships. Every attempt will be made to avoid direct confrontation with warships; however, escorted convoys may be attacked
·	Recon - Task force conducts reconnaissance in the system to determine the enemy strength. The task force will avoid all engagements if possible. Fighters, System Defense Boats, and non-combatants cannot perform this task as they lack the necessary sensor suite. Task forces conducting reconnaissance gain a –10% modifier to detection if already present in the system.

Defend
The task force is ordered to defend a system against enemy incursions. The task force may deploy defensive combat elements, called patrols, equal in number to the Fleet Tactics skill of the Task Force Commander. The senior Task Force Commander can coordinate multiple task forces subject to the limitation noted in the section on Fleet Tactics. Each Task Force of a different nationality will sub-ordinate itself on a roll of 1D10 less than or equal to the political relations level between the two nations. If turn orders explicitly state that no coordination is to occur, this will take precedence.

Hold
The task force is ordered to hold station. This order is typically given to non-combatants that are to remain in system but do not have any specific orders.

Escort
This order provides in-system escorts to protect civilian shipping arriving, transiting, and departing from the system during the week. This order may only be given to task forces consisting of DD, FF, SDB, or FTR units. Task forces assigned to this duty cannot perform any other function during the week. Escorts remain in the system and do not travel between systems.

Convoy
This order causes the task force to move to its destination as part of a convoy. The convoy is comprised of all vessels heading to the same destination at the same rate of speed. See the previous subsection on Convoys for more information.

Special
This order consists of a variety of secondary activities that a task force can do simultaneously with either an Attack or Defend order.

·	Mining – This must be specified as deploying or clearing. When deploying, the task force lays mines in the system to hinder the enemy. The number of mines laid is equal to the combined missile damage rating of all cruiser, battlecruiser, battleship, and carriers involved. When clearing, task force removes mines in a system equal to the combined beam rating of all ships involved. Also see the section on Mine Warfare for more details. Ships that are engaged in combat cannot conduct mining operations during that phase.
·	Repair – A ship enters a repair facility to repair damage. The rest of the task force is considered to be performing a Defend order. If a task force is attacked, ships undergoing repairs may not participate.
·	Survey – A survey ship or scout with specialized sensors for determining information about a system and its worlds. It may be used to find hidden bases or LPs. The chance of discovery is per the facility type initially and increases by 10% for each additional week of surveying, to a maximum of 70%.
·	Deploy/Remove Facility– The task force deploys or removes a facility. This can be a listening post, fighter base, supply depot, or advanced supply base. The ship that deploys the facility cannot perform any other activity during the week.

Logistics
Each task force requires logistical support each turn. At the beginning of every turn, each task force must be re-supply. Each ship in a task force has a resupply requirement listed in the Ship Stats. For example, the CG Suffren has a resupply value of 15. That means that it requires 15 supply points each month. This resupply requirement does not include damage repairs. Note that all ground units require resupply, whether deployed or not, but small craft carried as cargo (not deployable into combat) do not require resuppy.

The method of resupply should be included in the turn orders. If there is not mention of resupply, it will happen automatically. Automatic resupply will draw on available resources in the following order:
·	Core stockpile (only available at QAS)
·	Supply points at facilities, in this order: 
·	Colony repair facility
·	Advanced space base
·	Supply depot
·	Fighter base
·	Attached merchants
·	Self-supply
·	Sympathetic colonies
·	Independent merchants of the same nationality
·	Merchants attached to other TFs of the same nation

Ground Operations Orders
Although the focus of this game is on space combat, ground operations play an important part. Planetary bombardment and landing of troops is covered under the section on task force orders. 


	Detection


Knowing the location of the enemy is critical; it can mean the success or failure of a mission or the survival or destruction of a task force. Detection is important for two reasons; first, it provides an opportunity each week for nations to gather intelligence about the various task forces and facilities present in the system. Second, it determines if and how defending forces will react to newly arrived enemy forces.

Detection of Task Forces
As with Star Cruiser, a crucial component of the game is the ability to detect the enemy. The method of response is dictated by the content of the turn orders submitted by players, while the mechanics of the detection process are presented here. 

Detection occurs at the beginning of each week. Each side will make a detection attempt against the other present in the system that week.

Resolution
The manner in which a task force behaves once it has arrived in a system affects both the probability of detection by defenders and the actions that the task force can undertake.

Detection is dependent on three factors: system layout, intruder behavior, and detecting force assets. To determine the overall detection probability, simply add up the appropriate factors from the tables below. The maximum detection probability is 100% and the minimum is 0%, if the addition of modifiers extends the sum beyond these boundaries.

System Layout
0 to 6 bodies		50%
7 to 12 bodies		30%
13 or more bodies	10%

Target Task Force Behavior 
Entering covertly	- 20%
Reconnaissance	- 10%
Defending system	+  0%
Entering overtly		+10%
Detected previous turn	+10%	(by same nation)

Suffered mine attack	+10%

Detecting Force
Per Warship Force	+5%
Per Patrol Element	+5%
Per Facility with sensors	+5%
Per Listening Post	+5%

Notes:
Kafers always move in a system in an overt manner.

Non-combatants and survey ships cannot enter a system in a covert manner unless part of a warship task force.

Each detecting force makes it own detection roll. A detecting force that contains multiple task forces operating under a single, unified command is considered a single force for detection purposes.

A task force attempting to use covert movement is limited in size to a number of ships equal to or less than twice the Task Force Commander Fleet Tactics Skill level. This does not included carried craft such as fighters. For example, fTac 3 allows a task force of up to 6 ships to enter covertly.

If task forces from both sides enter a system at the same time, detection attempts are made for both sides. If only one side is successful, it is deemed the defender. If both sides are successful, the side with the lowest roll is deemed the defender.

When not in the company of other classes of ships, SCT-class warships automatically enter covertly.

Outcomes
Only newly arrived task forces can be targets of a pre-emptive attack by defenders. If detection is successful against task forces that were in the system during the previous week, only intelligence can be gathered; attacks must be performed as part of the weekly action.
 
If the intruder is undetected, it will continue on its mission unhindered. If that mission involves an attack, the intruding task force has the element of surprise and gains an Engagement Range modifier of +2 for each combat round.

If the intruder is detected, the defender has an opportunity to launch a preemptive attack, using all available patrol elements. If the turn orders do not indicate the presence of patrol elements, then it is assumed that there are no patrol elements deployed and no preemptive attack is possible. The exact composition of the defensive group and whether a preemptive attack is launched must be noted in the turn orders. If an intruder is subjected to a preemptive attack, it will not be able to launch fighters in the first turn.

All preemptive attacks start by performing an engagement range check between each task force as a whole. If only one side has detected its enemy, then that side receives a +1 modifier. If both sides detected each other, then the side with the lowest roll receives a +1 modifier. If the intruder wins the engagement range check, it may elect to avoid the preemptive attack, and must leave the system in the action phase. If the defender wins the engagement range check, preemptive combat occurs, with the first round of combat occurring at long range.

If the preemptive attack results in the intruder being forced to break-off, then it may not continue its mission and must follow the break-off conditions noted in the turn orders. If the spoiling attack is defeated, then the defender remains in the system and the intruder continues with its original mission.

Preemptive attacks against arrived task forces occur before the intruding and defending task forces are able to split into elements and the combat will be between a single group on each side.

Detection of Facilities
Once each week, each listening post and task force that has orders to defend a system may attempt to detect facilities that exist in the system. The referee will resolve a detection attempt against every facility in the system that is not from the same nation as the task force. If a facility is detected, the task force has an opportunity to attack the facility. By default, human task forces will not attack facilities belonging to other nations unless specified in the turn orders. Base detection chances are listed in the table below. Only task forces that were already in the system during the previous turn and did not enter during the current turn may attempt to detect facilities.



Facility		Warship %	Survey Ship or Scout	Listening Post
CFR		100		100			50
ASB		  20		  30			20
SD		  10		  20			10
FB		  20		  30			20
LP		  10		  20			10

Note: A survey ship or scout increases its detection chances by 10% each week that it surveys a system; to a maximum of 70%. Fighters and system defense boats cannot detect facilities as they lack the required sensor suites.

If a detected facility is attacked, the attacker has the option of destroying or capturing the facility. By default, it is assumed that a facility will be destroyed unless otherwise specified in the turn orders. Humans and Kafers can use each other’s facilities, but cannot use each other’s supply points; these are destroyed. If a facility has troops stationed on it, they must be defeated in order to capture the facility.

Intelligence Gathering
If a detection attempt is successful, intelligence may be gathered on the enemy strength. The following guidelines are used.

Die Roll vs Detection Target	Intelligence Gathered
Match				Task Force is present
10 under			above, plus direction of travel
20 under			above, plus size
30 under			above, plus ship types
40 under			above, plus identify specific ships

If the target is stationary and is not transiting to or from system, then the direction of travel is reported as being within the g-gradient.
	Space Combat


When task forces from opposing sides meet, space combat will occur. This is fought as a series of rounds until one side is destroyed or breaks off. There are two ranges, long and short. There are two types of ship weaponry, missiles and beams (beams include both beams and submunitions). Only missiles may be used at long range; at short range, both may be used. Missiles may be targeted against any ship, regardless of pairing. Beam attacks must be targeted against ships in the same grouping. Beam batteries may be used each round in either a point defense or attack role, but not both. If not specified, all batteries will be used in point defense at long range, and half of the batteries at short range.

After the initial round at long range, the engagement range will be determined each turn based on turn orders and the outcome of the engagement range resolution process. The player’s desired range is pre-defined in the turn orders with statements such as, “Task Force X will attempt to remain at long range until all missile salvoes are expended before closing to short range.” 

The ships of each side are paired off; any additional ships beyond the one-to-one pairing are added as evenly as possible and may result in doubling or even tripling up on a ship. Unless specified, ships will pair off against similar classed ships. In the case of multiple ships against a target, resolve each attack separately; the defending ship may attack any of the ships that it is paired with subject to limitations noted in these rules. All attacks are resolved simultaneously and all damage incurred during the current round is applied at the end of the round.

Note: Combat is resolved by the referee, based on the contents of the turn orders. Your only opportunity to affect the outcome of a battle is in the wording of those orders; write clearly and consider the strengths and weakness of your task force.

Resolution of combat is determined by the answers of two questions: 
·	Was the target hit?
·	How much damage was inflicted?

Target Acquisition
Each target must be successfully acquired before it can be fired upon. This applies to both missile and beam combat as follow:

1.	Base Hit Chance = 1D10
2.	Target Size Modifier = Target profile. Installations have a positive size modifier equal to the number of modules.
3.	Target Agility Reduction = Movement / 2 (round up)
4.	Attacker Sensor Value = Sensor rating of attacker.
5.	Crew Quality = Crew quality rating of attacker – crew quality rating of defender
6.	Final Hit Chance = 1D10 + Target Size Modifier –Target Agility Reduction + Attacker Sensor Value + Crew Quality

If the Final Hit Chance is less than 5, the target is not acquired and no damage occurs. If the Final Hit Chance is greater than or equal to 5, the target is acquired and damage is applied.

A die roll of 1 is a miss, regardless of modifiers.

If target acquisition fails, the ship may still use beam and submunition weaponry for point defense against missile attacks.




Applying Damage
If a target is successfully acquired, damage is resolved as follows:

Missile Damage
1.	Base Missile Damage = Missile damage rating as listed
2.	Escort Point Defense = 50% of the number of beam and submunition batteries of attached escorts used for point defense protection.
3.	Point Defense Reduction = Number of beam and submunition batteries used for point defense.
4.	Screen Reduction = Screen value.
5.	Final Missile Damage = Base Missile Damage – (50% of Escort Point Defense + Point Defense Reduction + Screen Reduction).

The final missile damage is the number of damage points inflicted on the ship. Roll on the damage table.

Beam Combat
1.	Base Beam Damage = Beam Rating. Any batteries used for point defense during the round cannot be used. Submunitions may only be used once.
2.	Screen Reduction = Screen value.
3.	Final Beam Damage = Base Beam Damage – Screen Reduction

The final beam damage is the number of damage points inflicted on the ship. Roll on the damage table.

Damage Location
Roll 1D10 on the appropriate column below for each point of damage taken by the target. If a target does not have the damage type installed (e.g. no screens), or the type is already destroyed due to previous damage, it is a miss. 
1D10
Ship Damage
Facility Damage
1
Sensor –1
Sensor –1 
2
Movement –1 or Repair Bay on facility
Repair Bay –1 *
3
Screens –1
Screens –1 
4
Missile Rating –1
Missile Rating –1 
5
Missile Salvoes Remaining –1
Missile Salvoes Remaining –1 
6
Beam Rating –1 (not submunitions)
Beam Rating –1 (not submunitions) –1
7
Beam Rating –1 (not submunitions)
Fighter Hanger –1 *
8
Submunitions –1
Submunitions –1
9
Defense –1
Defense –1
10
Defense –1
Supply Points –10%
Sensors –1: Reduce the current sensor rating by 1. 
Movement –1: Reduce the current movement rate by 1.
Screens –1: Reduce the maximum screen rating by 1.
Missile Rating –1: Reduce the current missile rating by 1.
Missile Salvoes Remaining –1: Reduce the number of remaining missile salvoes by 1.
Beam Rating –1: Reduce the current beam rating by 1 (not submunitions).
Submunitions –1: Reduce the current submunition rating by 1.
Defense –1: Reduce the current defense rating by 1.
Repair Bay –1: Reduce the number of available repair bays by 1.
Fighter Hanger –1: Reduce the number of available fighter hangers by 1.
Supply Points – 10%: Reduce the quantity of current supply points carried by 10%.
* One docked ship or fighter takes 1D6 damage.
If a ship is destroyed, roll 1D10 + Crew Quality ≥ 5 for the commander to survive and be rescued.

A ship is destroyed if the defense rating is 0. If the movement is 0 and the side is forced to retreat, then the ship may be either destroyed (scuttled) or captured by the enemy. 

Screens are regenerated each round, subject to damage taken during the previous round.

Each escort may be involved in the defense of a target ship only once per round, regardless of the number of enemies that attacks the target ship.

Ships continue to function until they are destroyed. Damage can be repaired at a colony or Advance Space Base. Each point of damage takes 1 supply point to repair, in addition to regular supply requirements. Every 5 points of damage take 1 week to repair. The number of ships that a damaged colonial repair facility or advance space base can repair is equal to its current defense rating.

Breaking Off
Each player should specify thresholds after which the task force will attempt to break off combat and retreat. In order to break off, the side must win the engagement range. The threshold should state at what point a task force will attempt to break off and where they will go. For example, “Task Force X will attempt to break off from combat when it has suffered damage to 50% of its vessels or the flagship has been destroyed. It will retreat back to the nearest repair base.” 

Breaking off is checked for each ship pairing. Ships at short range move to long range; ships at long range break off.

Non-Combatants
Non-combatants fall into two categories– damaged warships and merchants. Damaged warships will remain part of the task force engaged in battle but will be screened if you outnumber the enemy. If you are outnumbered, then the damaged ships must be put in the line of battle. Screened ships may not be attacked nor may they conduct attacks.

At the beginning of combat, for every ship in the enemy battle line more than in your own battle line, there is a 10% chance that each non-combatant must join the battle line. Check for each non-combatant randomly until the battle lines are equal in strength or all non-combatants have been checked. 

For every remaining non-combatant, the chance of breaking off is equal to 1D10 ≥ (# of Round) with a DM of -1 for each enemy warship that destroyed its opponent that turn and is knowable to engage new targets.

Escort Vessels
Ships in the FTR, SDB, FF, DE, and DD classes are generally considered to be escorts for the larger, capital ships. Their primary function is to protect the capital ships of the task force. Escorts may only function in this capacity if your side outnumbers the enemy; otherwise they must stand in the battle line.

Escorts may act as anti-missile pickets for capital ships. Each escort will use its beam weaponry in the point defense role to protect a single capital ship, as stated in the turn orders, or per the referee’s discretion. Point defense is resolved normally using both the escort ship and target ship beam weaponry. Note that escorts cannot block missiles directed at their charges with their own hulls, but they may themselves be targeted.

Escorts may also group together if you have numerical superiority and target a common enemy. This is subject to fair pairing and does not allow a horde of escorts to target one craft. It does allow such things as a pair of DD to engage a single target, as an example.

Kafer warships may not act as escorts until the crews are aroused.
	Engagement Range


Each round of an engagement occurs at one of two ranges, long or short. The first round always occurs at long range and represents the closing of the two sides to each other. The range for subsequent rounds is determined from the following factors.

·	Detection Modifier
·	Average Crew Quality
·	Task Force Sensor Strength
·	Task Force Speed
·	Commander Tactical Skill Level
·	Luck

Each side calculates an engagement range value by adding the above factors together. The side with the highest value determines the range for that round. In case of a tie, the range from the previous range is used.

Detection Modifier
A modifier of +2 is applied to the intruder if the results of the detection process gave the intruder the element of surprise.

Crew Quality
This is a measure of the training, experience, and morale of a ship’s crew. Crew quality is determined differently for Kafer and human ships. The crew quality of all combatants on a side is averaged and rounded up.

Though a violent and tactically astute race, Kafer physiology is such that most Kafers must be aroused by combat in order to function at full intelligence. In the first round, roll 1D6; if it is a 1 or 2, Kafers are aroused. In the second round, roll 1D6; if it is 1-4, the Kafers are aroused. The third round automatically arouses Kafers. Unaroused Kafers have all beam and missile ratings halved and may not use screens. Kafers have an initiative modifier of –2 when unaroused and +2 when aroused. This modifier does not apply to human forces. Kafers may not function as escorts until aroused.

Human ships initially start with a rating of 0. For every successful weekly combat phase, the crew quality is increased by 1 to a maximum of +3. If a ship retreats, but the owning side wins the engagement, crew quality does not change. If a ship retreats and the owning side is defeated, crew quality is reduced by 1 to a minimum of –2. This modifier does not apply to Kafer forces.

Task Force Sensor Strength
The ability of a ship to detect the enemy influences the range with stronger sensors allowing earlier detection of enemy ship. All ships have a sensor rating that ranges from 0 to +5. Ships carrying drones have a +1 modifier included in their sensor rating. The highest sensor strength rating of the task force is used to determine the engagement range value. 

Task Force Speed
The speed of ships influences the range of engagement by giving faster ships a speed and maneuver advantage. The average speed of the combatants of the task force is calculated and rounded up.



Commander Squadron Tactical Skill Level
This modifier represents the ability of the commander to exercise command and control of the immediate battle area during combat. The Squadron Tactics skill is used. Kafers cannot apply this modifier until they are aroused.

Luck
Luck is a random force that can sometimes tip the scales. It determined by rolling 1D6 and adding 1 to the range value on an odd value and subtracting 1 on an even value.


	Ground Operations


Ships may rule the star lanes, but when you want an objective held, the job falls to the poor bloody infantry. 

Troop Unit Characteristics
Each troop unit has several characteristics, referred to as stats.

Troop Types and Strengths
There are a variety of tasks suited to troops and a variety of troop units to accomplish them. Within the game, troop operations fall into two categories, based on location: space actions and ground actions. Troop units that can conduct space actions have their strength expressed in boarding factors while those that can conduct ground operations have their strength expressed in ground factors. 

Troop Unit
Boarding Factors
Ground Factors
Jump Bn
50
10
Bde(L)
30
10
Bde(M)
20
20
Bde(H)
15
30
PD site, each
Not available
5
Militia
Not available
10
Crew, Warship
10
Not available
Crew, Other
5
Not available
Bde(K)
40
20
Militia, Kafer
Not available
10
Crew, Kafer
20
Not available

Troop Experience Modifiers
Each troop unit has an experience level range based upon its type and shown in the table below. The exact level of experience is indicated in the troop listings for each nation.

Troop Unit
Experience Level Range
Boarding
Ground
Jump Bn
Veteran, Elite
55 – 60
15 – 20
Bde(L)
Green, Regular, Veteran
25 – 35
5 – 15
Bde(M)
Green, Regular, Veteran
15 – 25
15 – 25
Bde(H)
Regular, Veteran
15 – 20
30 – 35
PD site, each
Regular, Veteran
None
5 – 10
Militia
Green, Regular
None
5 – 10
Crew, Warship
Regular, Veteran (1)
10 – 15
None
Crew, Other
Regular
5
None
Bde(K)
Regular, Veteran, Elite
40 – 50
20 – 30
Militia, Kafer
Regular, Veteran
None
10 – 15
Crew, Kafer
Regular, Veteran
20 – 25
None
(1) Veteran only if Security detachment is present.

The actual strength of a troop unit is modified by its experience level:
Elite	+10
Veteran + 5
Regular + 0
Green	 - 5

Morale Checks
Whenever a troop unit reaches its breaking point due to losses in combat, it must perform a morale check. If the check fails, the unit must retreat. If it cannot retreat, it surrenders (removed from play for the duration of the game). Turn orders may also specify higher alternative levels at which a unit will retreat. This practice will preserve a unit that would otherwise be destroyed.

Experience Level
Boarding Factors
Ground Factors
Chance of Breaking
Elite
10
10
10%
Veteran
6
10
20%
Regular
8
8
30%
Green
10
5
50%

Logistics and Rebuilding Units
Some units require explicit re-supply each turn while the logistic requirement for others is subsumed within other aspects of the game. The following table lists the number of supply points required per turn to sustain units.

Troop Unit
Logistic Requirements
Jump Bn
1
Bde(L)
1
Bde(M)
2
Bde(H)
3
PD site, each
1
Militia
Not required
Crew, Warship
Not required
Crew, Other
Not required
Bde(K)
2
Militia, Kafer
Not required
Crew, Kafer
Not required

If a unit does not receive sufficient re-supply, it will lose 1D10 boarding factors and 1D10 ground factors for that turn. A moral check may become necessary, with units that fail being removed from play. If there are insufficient supply points to sustain all units, units will be re-supplied in order of highest experience level to lowest experience level.

Each colony will automatically provide a quantity of supply points equal to twice its current population factor. These supply points may not be stockpiled if unused, but may be shared between colonies on the same world. These supply points may not be used to rebuild units. Supply requirements beyond those produced by the colony must be met by other means, typically supply dumps, stockpiles, or re-supply from space.

A unit that has lost factors in combat may be rebuilt up to the maximum strength allowable by its type and current experience level. This costs 1 supply point per 10 factors or fraction thereof. Boarding and ground factors must be rebuilt separately. It is possible that a unit may have a boarding or ground factor greater than that which is possible at its current experience level due to a reduction in experience level. If a unit receives an increase in experience level, it may rebuild its strength to the new allowable level.

Boarding Actions
At times, it is desirable to capture space facilities and ships intact rather than destroy them outright. This is a ground troop task typically performed by jump troops although conventional forces may be used at a reduced effectiveness. Boarding actions are resolved during the space combat rounds, prior to all other actions.

Objective
The objective of a boarding action is to capture a space facility or ship. Each space facility and ship has a number of sections equal to its current defense rating; all of these must be captured to gain control. 

Launching Boarders
A ship can be boarded if the following conditions are met:
·	Target is reduced to movement rate of 0 (All Stop)
·	Launching ship temporarily drops to All Stop during round in order to launch assault craft

Every functioning beam and submunition rating on the target ship inflicts a loss of 1D10 boarding factors, applied randomly to all attacking troop units. The target may not be fired upon during the assault for fear of hitting the attacking troops.

Repelling Boarders
Each section can contain only one attacking and one defending troop unit. There will always be one defending Crew unit of the appropriate type in each section that does not already have a defending troop unit. In other words, no attacker will be unopposed in any section.

The action of each attacking troop unit is resolved separately in the following manner.
1.	Determine the modified boarding rating for the attacking troop unit.
2.	Determine the modified boarding rating for the defending troop unit
3.	Consult the table below to determine the outcome.
4.	Reduce the boarding factors of each unit by 1D10. If a unit is reduced to 0 or below, it is destroyed.
5.	Conduct morale check. 
6.	If unit passes morale check, roll 1D10 + (Attacker strength – Defender strength). If the result is greater than 5, the troop unit may conduct another boarding action this round, otherwise the troop unit is finished for the current round.

Condition
Result
Outcome
Attack – Defend >0
Attacker wins
·	Attacker gains control of section and forces defender back one section
Attack – Defend = 0
Draw
·	Defender retains control of section
Attack – Defend < 0
Defender wins
·	Defender retains control of section and forces attacker back one section

Crew units do not fall back; they surrender. If an attacking unit is forced back one section and there are no sections to fall back to due to lack of sections or all available sections have other attacking troops, the unit must retreat back to the ship that launched it. Defending units lacking a section to fall back to must surrender and are removed from play. Defending military units will displace Crew units as required when retreating.

Retreating
If an attacking unit is forced to retreat off of the target ship, it may be subjected to defensive fire. Every functioning beam and submunition rating on the target ship inflicts a loss of 1D10 boarding factors, applied randomly to all attacking troop units.


Ground Actions
Ground actions occur on the surface of a planet. The objective of each ground action should be specified in the turn orders. If it is not declared, it will be assumed that the objective is to capture the colony. Ground actions have several stages, though some may not be necessary in all situations.

Securing Orbital Space
This is the first step in conducting planetary operations on a hostile world; if the world is friendly, then this step is omitted. An order is give to a task force to attack the planet. The task force will first eliminate any space-based enemy forces tasked with defending the world. During this phase, any planetary defense units and colony repair facilities may join the combat with their ground to space missiles. Ground based fighters will also join the combat. Once this is completed, then the planet may be subjected to orbital bombardment. Ships attempting to secure orbital space have a temporary movement of 0 (All Stop).

Each planetary defense site has the following rating for their ground to space missiles: Missiles 2 (per 10 ground factors of strength or fraction thereof), Salvoes 1. Sites may be combined to increase their ratings if noted in the turn orders. Determine the target for each attack randomly from among the ships in orbit. Planetary defense sites use the target acquisition procedure below and then determine damage per the Missile Damage procedure in the Space Combat section.

Planetary Defense Site Target Acquisition
Each target must be successfully acquired before it can be fired upon. 

1.	Base Hit Chance = 1D10
2.	Target Size Modifier = Target profile. 
3.	Planetary Defense Sensor Value = (number of sites / 4, rounding up; max of 4).
4.	Crew Quality = 0 for regular or +1 for veteran
5.	Final Hit Chance = 1D10 + Target Size Modifier + Attacker Sensor Value + Crew Quality

If the Final Hit Chance is less than 5, the target is not acquired and no damage occurs. If the Final Hit Chance is greater than or equal to 5, the target is acquired and damage is applied.

A die roll of 1 is a miss, regardless of modifiers.

Planetary Bombardment
Once orbital space is secured, planetary bombardment may commence. This step may be omitted or this may be the final step if no ground troops are to be landed. Bombardment may be directed at two different types of targets: colony population factors and troop units. Colony population factors represents both the colonists and the infrastructure that is critical to the survival of the colony such as life support, power, and primary resources. Troop units are those military units based on the planet that would oppose landing troops as well as planetary defense installations. Planetary bombardment is conducted as follows. 

1.	Indicate which ships will participate in planetary bombardment as part of the turn orders. Only ships of CG, BC, BB class may conduct bombardments.
2.	Indicate the specific ships or rough percentage of the task force that will be used against a colony. The remainder will automatically be used against planetary defense and ground troop units if present, otherwise they will not engage in planetary bombardment. Only beam weapons are used in planetary bombardment; do not count submunitions or missiles. Any beams used in the point defense role may not be used for bombardment.
3.	The referee will assess damage against all ground targets. Each beam has a 10% chance of inflicting 1 point of damage against a colony or a loss of 1D10 ground factors against a troop unit, determined randomly among all troop units present.
4.	Interface assault and troop landing then commences.

Regardless of the intended target, there is a 10% chance for each point of inflicted damage to hit a supply depot instead. This will destroy a supply depot and all contained supply points.

A colony has a damage rating equal to the current population factor. Reduce this value each turn by the damage inflicted from the planetary bombardment. If this value reaches zero, the colony is considered destroyed. Reduce the quantity of Supply Points generated each turn in proportion to the reduction in colony population factors, rounding fractions up. For example: a colony has 10 population factors and generates 6 supply points. It loses 4 population factors (40%) and supply point generation is reduced by 40% to 4 (3.6 rounded up).

A troop unit is destroyed when its ground factors are reduced to 0.  It may also be necessary to conduct a morale check. If a unit fails its morale check, it will retreat to another colony on the world, retreat off world, or disperse for the current turn, as indicated in the turn orders. If the turn orders do not provide an action, it will be assumed that the unit disperses. Dispersed units may conduct operations in the following turn if they pass their next morale check, otherwise they are removed from play.

Interface Assault, Troop Landing and Atmospheric Defensive Fire
Troops carried by ships must get to the planetary surface in order to conduct ground operations. Once the planetary defenses are neutralized, landings can commence. Any surviving ground unit or planetary defense installation can engage landing conventional forces with planetary defensive fire. Jump troops are immune to these attacks and always land without losses. Planetary defensive fire is resolved in the following manner.

1.	Each surviving PD site and Bde(H) causes a 1D10 loss of ground factors to a random unit.
2.	Each surviving Jump Bn, Bde(L), Bde(M), and Bde(K) causes a 1D6 loss of ground factors to a random unit.

Ground Combat
Once troops are on the planet, they may conduct ground operations to capture the colony or simply defeat enemy troops; as indicated in the turn orders. Intelligence assets of the ground-based units will provide accurate knowledge of both of these targets so that engagements are swift and deadly. Defending ground units are tasked with defending the colony against the attackers. This means that those units have to be neutralized before the colony can be attacked. If there is no colony present, then the engagement will be between only ground units. 

Colonies are defended by two distinct lines. The outer line consists of troop units while the inner line consists of militia units raised as a last ditch defense of the colony. There is always 1 militia unit per population factor. One out of every 5 militia units will have an experience level of regular, while the remaining units will be green. Planetary defense sites do not participate in this stage of ground operations.

Ground combat is resolved as follows:
1.	Determine the total strength of the attacker, excluding planetary defense sites.
2.	Determine the total strength of the defender, excluding planetary defense sites.
3.	Determine the outcome from the table below.
4.	Reduce all units by 1D10 ground factors (roll for each unit separately). Units reduced to 0 or less are destroyed.
5.	If resolving attacks against the inner defense line, reduce the colony population factors by 1D10 x10%.
6.	Check for changes in experience level for all remaining units.
7.	Conduct morale checks and apply results.



Condition
Result
Attacker – Defender > 0 
Attacker wins
Attacker – Defender = 0
Draw
Attacker – Defender < 0
Defender wins

Attacker Wins
Current Experience Level
Chance to Raise Experience for Attacker
Chance to Drop Experience for Defender
Elite
None
10%
Veteran
10%
20%
Regular
20%
30%
Green
30%
none

Draw
Current Experience Level
Chance to Raise Experience for Attacker
Chance to Raise Experience for Defender
Elite
None
None
Veteran
None
None
Regular
10%
10%
Green
20%
20%

Defender Wins
Current Experience Level
Chance to Drop Experience for Attacker
Chance to Raise Experience for Defender
Elite
10%
None
Veteran
20%
10%
Regular
30%
20%
Green
None
30%

If the attacker wins against the outer line of defenders, he may immediately attack the inner defense line with remaining ground factors. If the attacker defeats the inner defense line, the colony is captured; on any other result, the defender retains control of the colony. Captured colonies can generate supply points for re-supply use only for the other side. For example, supply points generated by a captured Kafer colony cannot be used to build units, only re-supply units. 

If a non-Militia troop unit fails its morale check, it will retreat to another colony on the world, retreat off world, or disperse for the current turn, as indicated in the turn orders. If the turn orders do not provide an action, it will be assumed that the unit disperses. Dispersed units may conduct operations in the following turn.


	Logistics


Logistics is boiled down to the consumption of supplies to create new units, sustain existing units, and repair or rebuild damaged units. 

Supply Points
Supplies are represented by a generic unit called a Supply Point (SP). Each nation produces a quantity of supply points in the Core (Earth, Tirane, and Nibulgen for Germany) and the colonies each turn that represents the output of the population that is directly supporting the war effort. The quantity of supply points generated each turn is listed in the turn reports. Supply points generated at the Core are a percentage of total output and represent the amount of material that the home nation is contributing to the war effort. This percentage will change over the course of the war as events unfold. Supply points may be loaned, traded, or transferred between players, as noted in the turn orders of both

There are two uses for supply points. The first is to create units by spending a portion of the supply points generated each turn to construct new units. The second is to use remaining supply points to support existing units. Each turn, units will require supply points to sustain readiness, make repairs, and rebuild unit effectiveness. 

Distribution
Supply points are moved by merchant shipping, which represents vessels allocated to the war effort by each nation. Sufficient shipping exists to move all of the Core generated supply points to Queen Alice’s Star (QAS) at the beginning of each turn. QAS is the advanced fleet base for all nations at the start of the game. Beyond QAS, there are two types of shipping. Slow merchants move large quantities of supply points between colonies at a slow rate, taking two weeks to transit between systems. Fast merchants hold less, but move at a rate of one system per week. Fast merchants are most often used to re-supply task forces. Each nation has a specific number of each type at the beginning of the game.

Supply points can be moved from a planetary surface to a space facility or ship and vice versa at no cost. This must be indicated in the turn orders.

New Unit Construction
During the game, units can be constructed from the supply points produced each turn. Supply points between nations cannot be pooled. Units can be built at any colony that generates a sufficient quantity of supply points each turn, or in the Core. Units constructed in the Core move to the frontier at their own speed if they are ships, or appear at Queen Alice’s Star one turn after construction is completed. Only the supply points produced during the current turn can be used for construction; stockpiled supply points from previous turns cannot be used.

The list of items to be built should be submitted by the theater commander with the turn orders. The construction of these items will commence in the following turn. Unless specified, all construction will take place in the Core. The cost of construction is subtracted from the number of supply points generated each turn at the place of construction. For example, if your nation generates 300 points of supplies each turn at that location and you build 100 points worth of units, then the available supply points will only be (300 generated - 100 spent on construction =) 200 supply points. Supply points in existence cannot be converted back into construction of new units. Output of war effort is fixed, and construction comes off the top, with the remainder converted to commodities for use in the field. If a unit requires multiple turns to construct and the location is lost to the enemy before the unit is completed, then it is lost.


Type
Build Cost per Month
Build Time
Size for Moving
Notes
Warship – BC, BB, CV
Req SP listed for class
12 months
None; self powered

Warship – CG, SCT, CVL, LSA, CA
Req SP listed for class
10 months
None; self powered

Warship – SDB, FF, DE, DD, FE
Req SP listed for class
8 months
None; self powered

Warship – FTR
2× Req SP listed for class
4 months
5 for merchant shipping; 1 for fighter tender

Troop Transport (TT)
2
5 months
None; self powered

Auxiliary – FT, CVE
2
5 months
None; self powered

Merchant, fast (MF)
1
3 months
None; self powered

Merchant, slow (MS)
1
3 months
None; self powered

Q-Ship (MQ)
1
4 months
None; self powered
Carries 5 SP; disguised merchant ship
Survey ship (SS)
2
5 months
None; self powered

Jump Bn (JBn)
1
12 months
5 for merchant shipping; 1 for TT / warship
Elite or Veteran experience level
Bde(L)
1
6 months
5 for merchant shipping; 1 for TT / warship
Veteran or Regular experience level
Bde(M)
2
6 months
10 for merchant shipping; 2 for TT / warship
Veteran or Regular experience level
Bde(H)
3
6 months
15 for merchant shipping; 3 for TT / warship
Veteran or Regular experience level
Advance Space Base Module (ASB)
3
3 months
5

Listening Post (LP)
4
1 month
See note 1

Supply Depot (SD)
2
2 months
5

Fighter Base (FB)
1
3 months
5

Planetary Defense Site (PD)
2
1 month
2

Mines
1
1 month
None
5 mines per supply point spent
Sensor Drone (sDrn)
20
1 month
See note 1
Only from Core; mounts on CV, BB, BC, CG, SCT class only
Missile Pak (mPak)
20
1 month
See note 1

Submunition Dispensers (SubD)
15
1 month
See note 1
See note 2
Notes
1.	Warships, excluding FTR, may carry up to 5 units of listening posts, sensor drones, missile paks, and submunition dispensers. Non-warships may carry up to 20 units of listening posts, sensor drones, missile paks, and submunition dispensers.
2.	Only from Core. FTRs may not have submunition dispensers installed. Warships already having submunitions may not add more dispensers.

Sensor Drones
Sensor drones convey a +1 modifier to the Sensor rating of ships. Multiple drones do not give greater modifiers. Only ships of CV, BB, BC, CG, or SCT class may carry sensor drones. Sensor drones cost 20 supply points to purchase and are only available from the Core. They take one month to build and one week to install. This may be performed at any ASB or CFR.

Missile Paks
Missile paks do not increase the number of remote stations available. If a ship does not have a Msl rating, it may not mount paks. Missile paks will increase the Slv rating of ships by a value of +2. Missile paks take one week to install and cost 20 supply points. Installation may be performed at any ASB or CFR. Missile paks have a size of 2 for shipping purposes. FTRs may not add missile paks.

Submunition Dispensers
Submunition dispensers may be added to any warship with two exceptions. FTRs may not add submunition dispensers. Warships with existing submunition dispensers may not add more to increase their Sb rating. Submunition dispensers cost 15 supply points and can only be constructed at the Core, with a time of 1 month. Installation can be performed at any ASB or CFR. The addition of submunition dispensers provides a SB rating of 2. Warships that add submunition dispensers lose their interface ability.

Re-Supply
Every unit, ground or space, must be re-supplied each turn. The quantity of supply points required depend on the type of unit and whether or not it sustained damage in the following turn. Re-supply is performed at the start of each turn, before the first action phase is resolved. Units which are not re-supplied or receive only partial re-supply will suffer penalties. New task force or ship units do not require re-supply for the turn that they are introduced.

Ships
Ships consume supply points for three reasons: to maintain effectiveness, to repair damage, and to replenish spent ordnance. All ships, including launchable fighters, require resupply each turn.

Some ships carry a sufficient quantity of supply points to operate for several turns away from supply. This isn’t a “free” supply, merely a stockpiling of supply points integral to the unit. When the vessel re-supplies it may take-on supplies up to its capacity. These supplies may be used to re-supply other vessels.

Maintaining Effectiveness
All ships require a quantity of supply points each month equal to the value listed in the Req SP column of the Ship Stats listing for the purposes of sustaining the unit at its current level of effectiveness. Failure to provide the required level of re-supply will result in penalties occurring each week, as listed in the table below.

Weeks Since Full Re-Supply
Penalties
0
None
1
All available SPs used for resupply
·	No submunition or missile replenished
·	No repairs
Reduce current Crew Quality by –1 until full resupply occurs
2
All available SPs used for resupply
·	No submunition or missile replenished
·	No repairs
Reduce current Crew Quality by –1 until full resupply occurs
Target modifier of –1 until full resupply occurs
On 1D10 <5, unit will automatically retreat to nearest friendly base for resupply
3
All available SPs used for resupply
·	No submunition or missile replenished
·	No repairs
Reduce current Crew Quality by –2 until full resupply occurs
Target modifier of –1 until full resupply occurs
On 1D10 <7, unit will automatically retreat to nearest friendly base for resupply
4+
All available SPs used for resupply
·	No submunition or missile replenished
·	No repairs
Reduce current Crew Quality by –2 until full resupply occurs
Target modifier of –2 until full resupply occurs
On 1D10 <9, unit will automatically retreat to nearest friendly base for resupply
1.	sTac and fTac are used as modifiers for determining if a ship will retreat.
2.	When a ship that did not receive full re-supply is re-supplied, it will require a number of supply points equal to its regular suppy requirement, multiplied by the number of turns of less than full re-supply.
Partial re-supply on any turn will result in one or more (but not all) of the penalties being applied for that turn.

Repairing Damage
If a ship is damaged, it will require additional supply points to repair the damage and return to full effectiveness. Damage can only be repaired at a dock of a Colonial Repair Facility or Advanced Space Base. Repairs requires 1 SP per point of damage, and take 1 week to complete. Each ship can repair up to 5 points of damage in a single week. Each dock of a facility may repair multiple ships, up to a maximum of 5 points of damage per week per dock.

Colonies will repair ships of their nation first if there are more ships requiring repair than capacity. Players may make arrangements between themselves to alter the order of repair. This must be noted in the turn orders of both players.

Fighters can be repaired aboard any ship that can launch them; merchants are excluded. They can also be repaired at a friendly colony, if interface capable. Each colony may repair a number of fighters equal to its generated supply points each week.

Replenishing Spent Ordnance
Missile salvoes and submunitions are replaced at a cost of ¼ supply point per salvo. 

Facilities
Facilities consume supply points for two reasons: to repair damage, and to replenish spent ordnance.

Repairing Damage
If a facility is damaged, it will require additional supply points to repair the damage and return to full effectiveness. Facilities can self-repair at a rate of 2 SP per point of damage. The number of damage points that can be repaired each week is equal to the number of modules.

Replenishing Spent Ordnance
Missile salvoes and submunitions are replace at a cost of ¼ supply point per salvo. 

Ground Troops
Ground troops consume supply points for two reasons: to maintain effectiveness, and to rebuild lost boarding and ground factors. This is covered in detail under the Ground Operations section.


Converting Captured Facilities
Any facility that has been captured from the enemy must be converted before it can be used. The conversion process takes one week per module and requires a quantity of supply points per module, as listed below. Only theconverted modules may be used in a multi-module facility.

10 SP	Colonial Repair Facility
  6 SP	Advance Space Base
  4 SP	Fighter Base
  2 SP	Supply Depot



	Mine Warfare


Mines and other unmanned defenses may be deployed to defend a system. Mines may be deployed by a task force or through construction. The number of mines deployed by a task force is equal to the beam weaponry rating, excluding submunitions, of all ships of cruiser size or larger. 

Mine attacks are conducted at the beginning of each weekly phase, prior to the resolution of detection. When a task force is in a system that contains a minefield there is a chance that the minefield will damage ships in the task force. The percentage chance of an attack is equal to the number of mines deployed divided by ten and rounded down. For example, if there are 34 mines, the chance of an encounter is 3.4%, rounded down to 3%. The damage from the minefield attack is determined from the following dice roll:

Size of Minefield	Damage Points Inflicted
0 – 100 mines		1D6 / 2, rounded up.
100 – 500 mines	1D6
500 + mines		1D10

Distribute damage randomly against all ships in the task force using the Damage Table in the Space Combat Section. Carried craft are exempt. Reduce the minefield by the number of damage points inflicted in the attack.

Mines do not have the ability to cut connections to friendly lines, but they will hinder shipping. Mine clearing destroys mines equal to beam factors but the clearing task force is still subject to attack.

Colonies may deploy mines as protection, and the likelihood of this occurring is dependent on the distance to the nearest Kafer held world.

Distance	Likelihood of withholding supply points
Next system	75%
2 away		50%
3 away		25%
4+ away	  0%

Colonies will consume 1D6-2 (minimum of 1) of generated supply points in manufacturing mines. 

	Political Activities


The home and colonial governments will conduct a variety of activities against the backdrop of the campaign; most of which have no direct impact on the game. The activities that do have an effect on the game are listed below.

Political Interventions
Though a military game of space combat, there is a certain amount of uncontrollable political intervention thrust upon the players by both the home and colonial governments. This manifests itself in two forms and may hamper the plans of the task force commanders.

Request for colony protection
This is a request from a colonial government for units to protect the colony. Responding is voluntary, and dispatching units will result in a supply point bonus next turn equal to 10% of that colony’s output, but always at least one supply point. If the national fleet does not intend to dispatch units, any other nation may do so with permission of the owning nation. The %chance of this event occurring is dependent on how close a colony is to the front line and its paranoia level.

Directive for fleet action
This is a direct order from the home government to perform a specific action such as attack, protect a colony, etc. It may not be a sound military request, but the people want action! Failure to comply will result in a 10% loss in Core supply point output for the next turn. The percent chance of this event occurring is dependent on the course of the war, but will definitely increase as the Kafers get closer to Earth.

Colony Defense Initiatives
Each turn, there is a possibility that a colony may withhold some of its generated supply points to produce local defenses. The likelihood of this occurring is dependent on the paranoia level of the colony, modified by the distance to the nearest enemy held system. A 1D10 is rolled and if the roll is greater than the target number, no appropriation occurs; otherwise, the colony withholds supply points for its own defense initiatives.

Paranoia Level
Low		20 %
Moderate	40 %
High		60%

Distance to Nearest Enemy Held System
Same		+ 40%
Next		+ 30 %
2 away		+ 20 %
3 away		+ 10 %
4+ away	+   5 %

A colony that withholds supply points, will reduce available supply points by 1D6-2 (minimum of 1). It will produce Planetary Defense units and minefields.


Political Relations Level

The political relations level between two nations represents the level of friendliness that exists between the two countries. This level is determined by the referee and takes into account historical feelings between countries. Largely a static value, it is still possible that the events in the French Arm during this conflict will cause some changes to the level.

The political relations level ranges from 1 to 10. Higher levels indicate greater levels of cooperation and friendliness between nations. This value will also affect the outcome of political requests made to the home government.


Reinforcements

Reinforcements of two types may occur. The first is additional units for nations that already have a military presence in the Arm. These units are already constructed and have been diverted from other duties for operations in the Arm. The second occurs when another nation enters the war, such as Anzania or Manchuria. The entrance of another nation into the war effort includes warships and logistics shipping, similar to that which the other nations had at the start of the game. 


Escorting Commercial Shipping

Each system has a variable amount of commercial shipping, expressed in supply points, passing through each week. Any nation that provides in-system escorts will receive supply points equal to 10% of the total shipping that it protects during the week, rounded up. Commercial shipping volumes will be divided by the total number of units, not task forces, providing escort during the week. This escort fee will be paid at the start of the following week. If multiple nations are providing escorts in a system, they will receive a weighted escort fee, based on the shipping volume escorted. 

The volume of commercial shipping in a system is determined from two factors – distance to the Core and number of immediate neighbors. The distance to the Core affects the flow of goods between the frontier worlds and the Core worlds. The number of immediate neighbors is a measure of near-stellar trade between neighboring colonies.

Commercial shipping routes follow the dark brown routes between systems. If a system cannot trace a clear route back to Queen Alice’s Star, the volume of shipping will be reduced. Similarly, if any of its neighbors are occupied, then the volume will also be reduced.


	Unit Stats


The stats for the various ship classes available to each nation are listed in a separate file. The information presented here is needed to understand the various column headers used for ship, facility, and ground troop listings.

Beam (Bm)
This is the ship’s beam rating damage and includes laser and particle accelerator weapons.

Subm (Sb)
This is the value of submuntions carried on the ship. They are treated similar to beams but may only fire once.

Msl (Mi)
This is the ship’s missile rating. 

Slv (Sv)
This is the number of missile salvoes that a ship may fire before needing re-supply.

Def (Df)
This is the ship’s defense rating. This number indicates how much damage the ship can take to the hull. When the value is decreased to 0, the ship is destroyed. 

Scrn (Sc)
This number represents the presence of any defensive screens. Screens may or may not be used by a ship and recharge each round, subject to damage.

Snr (Sn)
This number represents the sensor strength of a ship, with stronger, farther reaching sensors having higher values. Ships which carry sensor drones have a +1 bonus included here.

Move (Mv)
This is the movement rate of the ship. It is used to determine likelihood of break-off from combat and is used as a modifier during missile and beam combat.

Size
This is the relative size of the ship. It is used during combat and represents the ease or difficulty of acquiring a targeting solution.

Supply (Req SP)
This is the quantity of supply points required per turn for re-supply.

Carry (Cy SP)
This is the quantity of supply points that the ship carries internally for self re-supply or to re-supply other vessels.

Msl Type
The type of missile carried.

Msl Speed
The movement rate of the missile.

Notes
This section lists any fighter flights or plus ground units carried.

Repair
This is the number of repair docks of a facility. Each dock can repair one ship at a time, though multiple ships may occupy the same dock at different times during a week.

Troops
This is the number of ground troop units that can be based at a facility.

Fighters
This is the number of fighter hangers that are at a facility. Each hanger can house a single fighter unit.

SP (also Cy)
This is the maximum number of supply points that a facility can hold.

Cu
This is the current number of supply points that a facility holds.



